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 Overview 

- VF Manager is software helping you to store, 

look up and manage all information relating to fleet 

& transportation, constructions… quickly, 

conveniently and effectively.  

- VF Manager is designed not only to be used for 

technical management in large transportation 

companies (with thousands of vehicles) but also 

appropriate for taxi companies, fleets of 

companies, workshops, parking service…  

- VF Manager is updated and upgraded for free like 

other application software.  

- VF Manager currently has 02 versions:  

+ (Single Computer) using the single computer  

+ (Network Computer) using multiple computers 

linked via LAN  

- VF Manager uses 03 languages: Vietnamese, 

English, and French  

- Low price  

- VF Manager – Best choice for everybody 

 

 Why should I use this software? 

Because VF Manager can help you to manage 

your fleet perfectly:  

- Take a weight off your mind by using the 

service schedule and automatic reminders.  

- Save time - automatically make information 

tables, bills, repairs, license plates, insurance 

data, serial number, driving license and other 

vehicle information.  

- Making statistics of operating costs of fleets, 

workshops... is very simple, just a click. 

Moreover, it is very flexibility to modify, to 

report or to print...  

- Convert files into MS Excel files  

- Create groups of vehicles to provide you with 

an easy breakdown of your fleet  

- Monitor & graph the petrol consumption of 

each and every one of the vehicles in your fleet 

daily, monthly, yearly. When you buy fuel, 

keep your receipts and enter the data into VF 

Manager. The fuel consumption level will be 

calculated and you can get the long-term trend 

through graphs and can find engine problems 

before the warranty deadline.  

- Secure your vehicle fleet data with the multi-

level security system.  

- Benefits from information accession - faster 

and more convenient than other statistical 

machines  

- You can get a 30 day free trial 
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 Installation caution 

When you install the software for your computer, 

your computer must be connected to Internet or 

MS.net Framework 1.1 has been installed.
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Detailed Expense 

 Basic steps to use software 

Add a vehicle  

- Add a service list  

- Add a service schedule  

- Enter the expenditure  

- View and print charts, reports...

 Computer requirement 

- Win XP / Vista  

- 166 MHz or more  

- 32 MB RAM or more  

- 30 MB HDD (or more) of free space 

 Download the 30 day trial version 

- Trial version of VF Manager is free full 

featured version that will expire after 30 days 

of use. After that, if you want to continue 

using, it is necessary to buy a register code 

(following instructions in the software)  

- Capacity (setup): 25.1MB
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